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DISCLAIMER 

AKIRA including but not limited to the overall project, the token, website, smart contracts and any apps 

(“AKIRA”) as presented in this conceptual paper is not an licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or 

payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the 

Website or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning 

of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. AKIRA is a fully and completely 

decentralized and community driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, promoters, 

marketers, managers, directors or other figures or entities exerting any form of governance; the AKIRA 

smart contracts are open-source, security audited, permanent, and non-modifiable in any way. The 

AKIRA token is a strictly utility token in any jurisdiction and is not and can not be considered as a security 

or otherwise a regulated token of any kind, is not in any way e-money and/or a fiat or asset backed 

stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope. This token by itself is not a contract or a contractual 

agreement of any kind, is not an invitation, solicitation or offer to invest in AKIRA or acquire or use its 

AKIRA tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit in any form. Any user of AKIRA declares to 

have received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and after 

accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper, the website and using any portion or element of AKIRA 

(including any AKIRA token therein) and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring 

or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, token, platform, software, interface including 

AKIRA, and further acknowledges with full disclaimer for any community member directly or indirectly 

involved with AKIRA, that there can be any kind of damage suffered, including total loss. 
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ABOUT US 
 

We are a Crypto Anime Appreciation Group. We will be hosting many events to promote our coin AKIRA 

and appreciate all Anime. While AKIRA was developed due to the love of the AKIRA movie it is not 

limited to just AKIRA. We are a group of passionate crypto investors who love anime. We welcome 

everyone to come join our team, participate in our events and invest in our coin. As the coin grows the 

party grows with it! Akira aspires to establish a decentralized project where the investor is an active 

contributor to the project. All investors in the pack will be working together to reach the moon and 

beyond. Every investor is able to vote and create ideas that can improve the ecosystem. Every investor 

has a chance to build on the project with other contributors. The community is fun and very welcoming, 

you'll love the atmosphere here 
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TOKENOMICS 
 

1% Reflections 

 Akira is set up with its holders in mind. From conception, the token itself has been designed to protect its 

investors and help them grow their holdings in comfort. 1% of all transactions are distributed to holders, to 

keep investors ambitious. 

9% Marketing Fee  

9% of all transactions are distributed to marketing funds and the development team, to keep the project 

running. We have tons of marketing plans to ensure a safe and successful project this tax will help fund 

these plans. 
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VISION 
CONFIDENCE 

In the cryptocurrency market, trust is the key. That means full transparency not only in the community 

support and development, but also in any security effort.  

TRANSPARENCY & COMMUNITY 

AKIRA is fully decentralized, and supported by its community of investors . Free, open, and frank 

communication is encouraged so that everyone who is interested could be informed and even 

participate in every step of AKIRA growth! For that reason we will host AMAs periodically on our 

Telegram Group. As avid Anime lovers we will continue to host events focused on bringing appreciation 

to anime to the forefront. These events will be sued as a marketing tool to offer tax free buys/ NFT 

giveaways and much more. 
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MARKETING 
 

Our marketing will be managed for the most part by paid professionals who, with their connections and 

expertise, can guarantee us the most out of our marketing budget. These partnerships, if fruitful will be 

renewed and expanded, in order to guarantee AKIRA always the best results. We are currently working 

on securing a partnership to better excel our mission. As a community Project we are always welcome to 

new ideas and new strategies. We are also talking with an NFT designer in order to create our own line 

of anime NFTs to use for giveways and top holders. 
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ROADMAP 
 

Being a community project, this roadmap is open for changes and always in evolution. We appreciate 

any and all community suggestions and will bring them to the community to decide! 

 

 


